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[This article presents the editio princeps of a Mandaic lamella from the Martin Schøyen collection. In the 

accompanying commentary, several Mandaic lexemes are discussed:   abulia ‘fissures’, audana ‘desolated place’ 

and ʿbdunia ‘Abaddons’, gusparta ‘rooster’s comb’, d-p-n ‘to strike’, huṣa ‘palm frond’ (for later Manaic hukṣa), 

ṭasa ‘lamella, metal strip’,  y-ṭ-b ‘burnish’, mitnia ‘loins’, m-r-s ‘to crush’, n-p-a ‘to shatter’ (< Aramaic n-p-ʕ), 

ʿumta ‘oath’, qmaha ‘amulet’, ragama ‘smiting’,  šdqa ‘paralysis’,  šuliata (pl. form) ‘afterbirths’ and  šlutina 

‘bat’.  It also discusses the shift of *ʿu > i before a and orthographic interchanges of z and d.] 

Keywords: Mandaic, Mandaean religion, Babylonian Aramaic, Eastern Aramaic, Aramaic lexicography, magic, 

amulets, lamellae, Schøyen Collection. 
 

The corpus of Mandaic magic texts inscribed on clay bowls and lamellae available to Western scholars 

has grown considerably in recent years, and many more texts await publication. While the publishing of 

the magic bowls has proceeded with some speed, editions of the lamellae have been less forthcoming, 

perhaps because these scrolls present significant challenges to their readers in terms of their miniscule 

script, state of preservation and (on occasion) great length.2 Every additional source that becomes 

available adds to our understanding of previously published materials, and enriches our knowledge of the 

earlier history of the Mandaic language.3 This article, the third in a series of publications of such materials 

from the Martin Schøyen Collection,4 aims to make a further contribution to the study of early Mandaean 

language and literature. 

                                                 
1. I wish to thank Mr. Martin Schøyen for permission to publish the materials from his collection presented in this article. The 

preliminary transliteration of this lamella was prepared in collaboration with Ms. Maleen Schlüter. Mr. Ohad Abudraham has 

made numerous helpful observations on this text, and enlightened me with his unparalleled grammatical knowledge of the 

Mandaean epigraphic corpus, while Dr. Takayoshi Oshima and Dr. Ulrike Steinert have discussed with me the Akkadian 

materials. The unpublished magic bowl texts from Schøyen Collection are published by the kind permission of Professor Shaul 

Shaked and Dr. James Nathan Ford. Citations from the Rbai Rafid Collection are reproduced by kind permission of the custodian 

of the collection. The photographs in this article were taken by the author, whose research was funded by the Israel Science 

Foundation grant no. 419/13. 

2. Around 16 Mandaic lamellae have been published to date, some only partially. See Abudraham and Morgenstern, 

Forthcoming, n. 1. 

3. On this point see most recently Abudraham 2014: 59–60.  

4. MS 2087/1 is published in Morgenstern and Schlüter, Forthcoming. MS 2087/10, 11 and 18 are published in Abudraham 

and Morgenstern, Forthcoming. MS 2087/10, 11 are certainly part of the same lamella, while MS 2087/18 is written in the same 

hand and is likely to have also represented a part of it.  
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1. Description and contents  

 

MS 2087/9 comprises a single fragment measuring at its maximal dimensions 17.8 cm x 5.3 cm. The 

identification of the recto and verso is certain since the recto ends with a catchline kḏ halṣak ‘when your 

loins’ (a 46) which is repeated at the start of the verso (b 1). As is usual in Mandaic lamellae (and 

cuneiform tablets), the scribe wrote on one side of the lead and then flipped the scroll vertically and wrote 

on the other side, so that the first line of the recto appears on the back of the last line of the verso. The first 

six surviving lines of the recto are missing their left-hand side, corresponding to the last six lines of the 

verso. However, it is apparent that both the beginning and the end of the text are missing, since the scroll 

does not begin at the start of a formula nor end with the completion of one. We may therefore assume that 

the beginning of the recto, and correspondingly the end of the verso, have been lost due to the corrosion 

and tearing that is apparent in the broken lines. Tiny traces of some letters may be detected on the tear at 

the top of the verso, but none of these is identifiable and they have not been counted in the line-numbering 

of this edition. In addition to this damage, corrosion has caused a hole to open in lines a 13-15 

corresponding to lines b 35-37.  

The text of the verso may be reconstructed with some certainty from the context and use of parallel 

formulae. By contrast, the reconstruction of the recto remains unclear, and it is to be hoped that further 

parallels will be discovered that will enable us to improve our understanding of this section. 

The lamella as it survives is divided into two spells by a vertical score that appears between lines b 37 

and b 38. The end of the first spell is damaged, but we may reconstruct with great certainty the standard 

Mandaean doxology uhiia [zakin] ‘and life is victorious’ (b 37).  The second spell similarly begins with 

the standard Mandaean formula bšuma ḏ-hiia ‘in the name of Life’ (b 38). The first spell is additionally 

sub-divided into two parts by the doxological expression umšabia hiia ‘and Life is praised!’ (a 31–2) 

followed by three signs somewhat akin to angular brackets <<<. Such signs are occasionally employed in 

bowl texts to mark the end of a spell.5 

The amulet with its various formulae is written for Ahati Mahdukht daughter of Dodai to protect her 

during pregnancy or childbirth. This would seem to be the same client for whom MS 2087/1 was written.6 

The two parts of the first spell evidently belong to a single series and demonstrate clear stylistic 

similarities, most notably the invocation of supernatural forces whose names indicate their function. In the 

first part these are sipai, nʿpai/nipai, mʿlai/milai and dušai (a 10–14), while in the second part they are 

dušai, dipai and nʿpai/nipai (b 20–24). The spell takes the characteristic form of an adjuration, as is 

evident from the terminology employed in it: ʿimumata ‘oaths’ (a 7, 28, b 30), and the term for breaking 

such an oath tikadib ‘you will breach’ (a 7). Only the scantiest parts of the second spell survive, but this 

too opens with the familiar formula of lak bšumak qritak ‘To you, by your name, have I called’ (b 41–2). 

Parallels to these and other expressions found in this text are discussed briefly in the commentary. 

Notable is the inclusion of the instructions for the writing of the spells within the amulet itself. This 

phenomenon, which is extremely common in later copies of Mandaic amulets (which are preserved from 

the 17th century onwards), is sporadically attested in other epigraphic Mandaic texts. Additional examples 

are adduced in the commentary.  

 

 

                                                 
5. See Morgenstern 2011: 85. 

6. In MS 2087/1 b 34 the second name is written madukt, while in our lamella (b 31, 40) it is written mahdukt. This personal 

name is attested in a variety of spellings in Mandaic texts, e.g. mahduk (BM 91714 [Segal 094M]:32, collated reading) or maduk 

(MS 2054/28:9).  
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2. Text and Translation  

a. Recto  

Translation Transliteration 

1. angels, sons of [         ] 

2. of Hiḇil [Šiṯil and Anoš] 

3. the sons of the [living,] 

4. radiant, s[plendid, shining 

5. and brilliant fa[mily]. [If ] you should  

6. break [this] spell and  

7. breach these oaths, 

8. may the angels attack you, 

9. the three dressers of Yarba,  

10.  Sipai and Nipay and Dušai. 

11.  and Milai. Sipai will overturn you (sg.) 

12.  and Nipai will shatter you, 

13. and Dušai will trample you.  

14. and Milai will pierce you.  

15. He will seize you by [the front] 

16. of your face and fetter you and  

17. cast you into the lower  

18. Abbadons. And may they take for you,  

19. Oh dev, these (magical) words 

20.  that are grave for you, 

21.  the hair of a bat   

22. and the frond of a lone palm tree 

23.  and salt and oil 

24. and the crest of a rooster, 

25.  (and) may they place (them) in an amulet 

for you. 

26. And you, Oh Dev, take up your 

27. spell and accept your  

28. oaths. And they bind (them) to  

29.  a woman upon her belly 

30. on Saturdays, Thursdays 

31. and Tuesdays. And Life 

32. is Praised!  >>> Blood (dam)  

33. is your name, Oh Dev, Dam- 

34. Dəmā they call you, for you settle   

35. upon the wombs of women  

36. and upon the inner fissures. 

37.  You crush a foetus 

38. in its mother’s womb; you eat   

39. their flesh to satiation  

40. and drink their blood  

1. mlakia  bnia [   ] 

2. bhʿbil̇[ šʿtil uʿnuš] 

3. bna ḏ-šu̇r̊[bta hita ] 

4. aiarta ur[uazta unhurta] 

5. utaqunta[ ʿu hazin] 

6. raza tʿpuk {h} uhlin 

7. ʿimumata tʿkadib 

8. nʿtun alak mlakia 

9. tlata mlbšanẖ ḏ-iarba 

10. sipai unʿpai udušai 

11. umʿlai sipai sahiplak 

12. unipai mnpilakun  

13. udušai daišlak̇un 

14. umilai mahlilak̊[un] 

15. lagiṭlak b[qadmia] 

16. anpak upkrlȧk 

17. ramilak bʿbdunia  

18. ttaiiẖ unʿsbulak  

19. diua hlin minlia 

20. ḏ-alak iaqira 

21. zrmta zʿmta ḏ-šlutina 

22. uhuṣa ḏ-ziqla lhudaiẖ 

23. umihla umiša 

24. uguspartẖ ḏ-trnaula 

25. nʿrmulak bqmaha 

 

26. anat diua tisab 

27. razak utʿqabil 

28. ʿimumatak unʿsrula 

29. lʿtta ʿl krsa 

30. iumia šuba uhmša 

31. utlata umšabia  

32. hiia >>> dam 

33. šumak diua udam 

34. dma qrilak ḏ-šrit 

35. ʿl mrbia ḏ-ʿnšia 

36. uʿl abulia gauaiata  

37. marsat ʿula 

38. bkras ʿmẖ aklat 

39. bisraiun lsiba  

40. ušatit dmaiun  
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41. to saturation. You surely   

42.  recall, Oh Dev, 

43.  or should I remind you?  

44.  or should there not be   

45.  good memories for you, Oh Dev,  

46. {when your loins} 

41. lrauia midkar 

42. dkirat diua ʿu 

43. iadkuria iadkrak 

44. ʿu dukrania ṭabia  

45. lak diua la nʿhulak 

46. kḏ halṣak 

 

b. verso. 

1. When you released your loins 

2. and your oath in your hand 

3. you held firm, your sword 

4. drawn and your knife 

5. burnished; up to your loins  

6. you sit in blood and up to your 

7. chest in placentae. 

8. A frond of blood 

9. you have tied to your beard 

10. and you go through the streets of the world 

11. and you snatch boys    

12. with affliction and girls  

13. with smiting and you pass by 

14. women in labour. You 

15. oh Dev, withhold your teeth from 

16. eating flesh to    

17. satiation and from drinking  

18. blood to saturation. If not,  

19. I shall invoke against you three 

20. angels, Dušai  

21. Dipai and Nipai. Dušai will trample you 

(pl.) 

22. will trample you (sg.), and Dipai will strike 

you (pl.), 

23. will strike you (sg.) and Nipai will shatter 

you (sg.) 

24. will shatter you (pl.); they shall seize you, 

he will seize you  

25. by the front of your face,  

26. and they will fetter you and cast you 

27. into the lower Abbadons of 

28. darkness. You, Oh Dev,   

29. take up your spell and accept  

30. your oath and be removed from  

31. Ahati Mahdukht 

32. daughter of Dodai. This amulet  

33. is a spell for women in travail 

1. kḏ halṣak šrilak 

2. ʿumtak bʿidak 

3. lgiṭat hrbak 

4. šlipa usikinak 

5. miaṭba ʿlma halṣak 

6. bdma iatbat ualma  

7. hadiak bšuliata 

8. huṣa ḏ-dma bziqnak 

9. bdiqnak ʿsirlak 

10. uazlat bšuqia tʿbil 

11. unasbat drdqia  

12. bšʿqupta udrdqunia^ta^ 

13. bragama uadit ʿl 

14. ʿnšia hiata ant 

15. diua klia šinak mn 

16. mikal bisra bisra  

17. lsiba umn mištia 

18. dma lrauia hinʿla 

19. qarina alak tlata 

20. mlakia dušai dipai 

21. unʿpai dušai daišlkun 

 

22. daišlak udipai mdpilkun  

 

23. mdpilak unipai mnpilak 

 

24. mnplkun lagṭilak lgiṭlak 

 
25. bqadmia anpak 

26. upkrilak  uramilak  

27. bʿbdunia ttaiiẖ ḏ- 

28. hišuka anat diua 

29. sab razak uqabil 

30. ʿimumatak uʿtbaria 

31. mn ahatia mahdukt 

32. pt dudai hazin qmaha 

33. pugdama ḏ-ʿnšia ḏ-apka 
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34. that is written on strips  

35. of tin; and suspend [for a woman ] upon 

36. her belly and she shall live [   ] 

37.  (and) healing and Lif[e is Victorious!] 

____________________________________ 

38. In the name of Life, and in the name 

39. of Manda ḏ-Hiia. May there be healing 

40. for Ahati Mahdukht 

41. daughter of Dodai. To you, by your name,    

42. have I called, Oh paralysis of  

43. loins and pain of the heart  

44.  and the back [    ] the [    ] of  

45. between/in the eyes of [   ] … 

46. night ….  

47. … the ribcage 

48.  in the loins 

49. brings grief/breaches 

50. her loins 

51. you have ripped  

 

34. ḏ-miktib ʿl ṭasiia 

35. ḏ-anka  utli[a lʿtta] ʿl 

36. krsa uhiia [  ]  

37. asuta uhii[a] ż[aki]n 

___________________ 

38. bšuma ḏ-hiia ubšumẖ 

39. ḏ-mndʿa ḏ-hiia asuta 

40. thuila  lahatia mahdukt 

41. pt dudai lak bšumak  

42. qritak šdq̊a ḏ- 

43. mitnia  ukʿba ḏ-lʿba 

44. ugaba[            ]a ḏ- 

45. bʿinia [           ] 

46. lʿlia [ 

47. dupnia š [ 

48. bmitnia la[ 

49. mkaria[ 

50. halṣa mš[ 

51. bzit  

 

 

3. Notes and commentary  

 

a. Recto. 

1. mlakia bnia ‘angels, sons of’. mlakia ‘angels’ are generally unpropitious forces in Mandaic 

literature, but it is unclear what they might be referring to here. 

2. bhʿbil ‘Hiḇil’. The spelling of Hiḇil’s name as hʿbil is unattested in the entire corpus of later 

Mandaic manuscripts, wherein it is always written hibil, but is found sporadically in the epigraphic texts, 

e.g. Macuch IVb:20,7 BM 91774 [Segal 105M]:14, 91777 [Segal 107M] often as a PN, Samir Dehays 

63:6,8 MS 2087/1:b42,9 and in several unpublished texts both from the Schøyen Collection e.g. MS 

2054/36:7, 10, 11, MS 2054/111:6, MS 2054/21:14, and beyond, e.g. KT 6:7, 8:39, 11:6, Abraham 

Antiquities 3, Wolfe 89:19, JNF 39:11, 40:7 etc.10 

3–5. bna ḏ-šu̇r̊[bta hita] aiarta ur[uazta unhurta] utaqunta ‘the sons11 of the  [living], radiant, 

s[plended, shining,] and brilliant fa[mily]’. The reconstruction of these lines is based upon a parallel 

passage bna ḏ-šurbta hita ʿiarta uruazta unahurta utaqunta MS 2087/1:b45–7. As indicated by both 

that text and its exact parallels in the Mandaean liturgy,12 this lengthy epithet is employed to describe 

                                                 
7. Macuch 1968: 44. 

8. Morgenstern 2011:76. 

9. Morgenstern and Schlüter, Forthcoming. 

10. Idem. 

11. The grammatical form is plural nominal base with proleptic 3 f.s. possessive suffix. 

12. Lidzbarski 1920: 13 ll. 3–4, 144 9–11, presented and discussed in Morgenstern and Schlüter, Forthcoming. It is also 

attested in an amulet formula preserved only in later manuscripts, Qmaha ḏ-Bit Mišqal Ainia. See Drower 1938b: 48 ll. 16-17. 
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Hiḇil, Šiṯil and Anoš (or Anoš Zuṭa). Since the name of Hiḇil is preserved in a2, we may reconstruct the 

names of Šiṯil and Anoš at the end of this line.13 

5–7. [ʿu hazin] raza tʿpuk {h} uhlin ʿimumata tʿkadib ‘[if] you should break [this] spell and 

breach14 these oaths’. Compare: kul man ḏ-hazin raza nʿpuk uhlin mumata lkdib ‘Whosoever shall 

break this spell and breach these oaths’ (MS 2087/10 b22–4);15 and kul diua ḏ-hazin raza {nʿ} nʿpuk 

hlin mumata nikadib ‘any Dev that shall break this spell and break these oaths’ (Caquot 1972, B recto 8-

11). Our text is formulated in the 2 m.s., and the reconstruction here is based upon a similar formula: ʿu 

hazin raza ltisab uhlin ʿmumata ltiqabil ‘if you do not take up this spell and do not accept these oaths’ 

(BM 917722 [Segal 078M]:11 after Ford 2002a: 240).  

8. nʿtun alak ‘may they attack you’. For the idiom ʾ-t-y ʿl/ʾl ‘attack’ in Babylonian Aramaic, see 

DJBA 177b s.v. אתי mng. 8 and Müller-Kessler 2012: 5–6.16  

9. tlata mlbšanẖ ‘the three dressers’. This appears to be a nomen agentis form from l-b-š, though the 

precise import remains unclear. Although the text states that there are three ‘dressers’, the names of four 

angels follow. When the names are repeated below (b 20–24), only three are mentioned, though their form 

is somewhat different.  

9. iarba. This variant of iurba is attested sporadically in the epigraphic texts. e.g. hzitẖ liarba 

London Private collection 9,17 corresponding to uhzitẖ liurba in BM 117880 [Segal 081M]:8. iarba 

appears also in Gorea I:718 and in Moussaieff 23:4.19 Both forms are apparently attested in JBA sources: 

 and in your name, Yurba, the angel that has eleven names’ (BM‘ ובשמך יורבא מלאכא דאיתליה חדעשר שמהתא

117883 [Segal 003A]:4), paralleling ובשמך ירבא ‘and in your name, Yarba’ (BM 91720 [Segal 007A]:13).  

10–11. sipai unʿpai udušai umʿlai. The free interchange between the ʿ and i letters in the spellings 

of the names nʿpai/nipai and mʿlai/milai here and in what immediately follows is noteworthy. The names 

of the supernatural forces here are reflected in the activities they perform.20 The object of the verb 

fluctuates between singular and plural, perhaps implying that this section was originally composed in the 

plural and has only been partially adapted to its new context.  

12. mnpilakun ‘will shatter you’. This verb is taken to be equivalent to Targum Aramaic נפ"ע 

‘shatter’, which translates Hebrew פוצץ in Jer. 23:29 (ANW 274). The root is previously unattested in 

Mandaic. This interpretation seems preferable in context to a derivation from JBA נפ"ח (DJBA 760a) / 

Mandaic NPA, NPH (MD 303) ‘inflate’, or from the root n-p-y ‘to sift’ which is only found in Eastern 

Aramaic in the nominal form נפיא ‘sieve’ (DJBA 760b).  

15–16. b[qadmia] anpak ‘by [the front] of your face. The reconstruction is certain based upon b25. 

The expression is not found elsewhere. 

17–18. ramilak bʿbdunia ttaiiẖ ‘and cast you into the lower Abbadons’. The spelling ʿbdunia is 

found in CS 1 and most early textual sources when not preceded by the prepositional b-. Nöldeke 1875: 45 

n. 2 regarded it as a loan-word. MD 3b s.v. abdana erroneously conflated two lexemes: 1. audana 

‘desolated place’ and 2. ʿbdunia ‘Abaddons’. For the use of the -ẖ sign to indicate word-final -ī see 

                                                 
13. The reconstruction has employed the spellings šʿtil and ʿnuš (for MS 2087/1:b48’s irregular ʿunuš). The spellings hʿbil 

šʿtil uʿnuš are employed together in MS 2054/40:11. 

14. For this meaning of the root k-d-b see Abudraham and Morgenstern, Forthcoming. 

15. Idem. 

16. Contra Müller-Kessler, the shift of אל < על in JBA is not a case of assimilation, but rather an unconditioned merger. 

17. Published in Müller-Kessler 2001–2: 131. 

18. Gorea 2003: 74. 

19. Ford and Morgenstern, in preparation. 

20. On this phenomenon see Bar-Ilan 1997. The root d-w-š is otherwise attested in angel names in several bowls, e.g. dušun 

(BM 91731 [Segal 090M]: 13), appearing alongside kibšun (l. 12) from the root k-b-š ‘subdue’. 
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Müller-Kessler 1996: 190 and Abudraham forthcoming. For the casting of demons into the depths 

compare Luke 8:31. 

18. unʿsbulak ‘And may they take for you’. I.e. against you. The objects taken are the spells and the 

magical items that follow. 

19. minlia ‘(magical) words’. I.e., the spells contained in the magical formula.21 Classical Mandaic 

generally employs the plural form minilia (MD 268b). However, the form minlai ‘my words’ is found in 

Gy 96:ult according to MS Sab. 1, 3 and 4, though Petermann adopted the reading minilai of MS Sab 2.22 

This is a case of Petermann’s preference for a “standard” reading in place of an older reading that reflects 

a more classical phase of the language. The plural minlia is also found in other epigraphic texts, e.g. MS 

2054/40: 16. 

20. ḏ-alak iaqira ‘that are grave for you’, i.e. difficult for you. Compare e.g. Dan. 2:11 and Peshitta 

Exod. 18:18, and see also: אם לא מיתינא עלך דעלך יקיר ודעלך חסין מא הוא דעלי יקיר ודעלי חסין ‘If not, I shall 

bring upon you that which is grave for you and that which is mighty for you. What is it that is grave for 

me and that is mighty for me?’ (MS 1927/38 [JBA 90]:9).23 

21. zrmta zʿmta ‘a hair’. In the absence of a reasonable interpretation for zrmta, it is assumed here 

that it is a copying error for the following zʿmta which the scribe did not erase. The graphic similarity of 

the two words would support this assumption.  

21. ḏ-šlutina ‘of a bat’. Our lamella provides valuable evidence for the early form of the Mandaic 

word for ‘bat’. Contra Drower 1960: 52 and MD 454b, the forms of this word in ATŠ I 245 are [a]šultina 

… ašlutina  (DC 36:990) // šulutana … šultana (DC 6:1337–9) // šultana // ašlutin (RRC 3R). By 

contrast, the early textual witnesses of the Ginza Rba read lšlutania (Gy 355:15).24 Although MD also 

adduces the form šultana for the late Asfar Maluašia, we also find therein the form ḏ-šulutana (DC 31. 

132:9 // MS Petermann 155:7 // Sab 26. 118b:1). The noun would appear to be derived from Akkadian 

šuttinnu, itself borrowed from Sumerian.25 We reconstruct the following stages: 

1. Akkadian-derived *šuttinnā was dissimilated to *šultinnā, compare JBA לילחני/ללחני ‘demons’26    

< *lahhinu ‘temple or court official’ (Kaufman 1974: 66); 

2. the u vowel was inserted following l: *šulutinnā; compare Abudraham 2015: 65–66; 

3. the short u in the first open syllable was then reduced to a  šewa, which occasionally took on the 

vowel quality of the u: šəlutinna.  

4. The evidence of our scroll seems to suggest that the original -ina ending was later remodeled by 

analogy to other nouns to -ana, or perhaps the word was remodeled entirely after the similar sounding 

šulṭānā ‘dominion’. 

22. uhuṣa ‘and a frond’. This previously unattested form, cognate with Syriac ܚܘܨܐ (SL 430) and 

JBA הוצא (DJBA 373), appears to be the older form of hukṣa (MD 135b).27  

                                                 
21. On this use of Aramaic מילתא (Mandaic minilta) compare DJBA 669a s.v. מילתא mng. 6 and Sperber 1994: 60–66. 

22. The reading minlai is presented in Petermann 1864 vol II: 38 ad. loc. We may assume that this was the source of 

Nöldeke’s example of minlia adduced without reference in Nöldeke 1875: 172. 

23. To be published in Shaked et. al. forthcoming. 

24. This is the correct reference, contra Nöldeke 1875: 139 n. 16.  

25. See Von Soden 1963 and Civil 1968: 13. The etymology proposed by Drower and Macuch from Semitic š-l-l must be 

rejected. 

26. E.g. Allard Pierson Museum [Smelik 1978:175]: 2; further examples are found in unpublished JBA bowls form the 

Schøyen Collection. 

27. See Morgenstern 2015: 374 n. 28. 
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22. ḏ-ziqla lhudaiẖ ‘of a lone palm tree’. For the magical powers of the lone palm, compare ninisbẖ 

ʿurba unisaq ldiqla (var. lziqla) lihdaia ‘may a raven take it and ascend to a lone palm tree’ (Šapta ḏ-

Pišra ḏ-Aina, DC 21:164–5 // DC 29:166–7).28 

23. umihla umiša ‘and salt and oil’. Salt and oil are mentioned together – in this order – in two 

Mandaic magic formulae preserved in later manuscript sources: halin trin babia ktub ʿl ṭasa ḏ-abara ʿu 

lmagalta ḏ-ṭabia urmia bgupta ḏ-qaina ḏ-zrara urmia para uparta  umihla umiša ḏ-šušmia ‘Write 

these two spells on a lead lamella or on deer vellum and place in a tube of the reed of Christ’s thorn29 and 

put in a male and female lamb30 and salt and sesame oil’ (Šapta ḏ-Pišra ḏ-Aina, MS RRC 4E);31 and hazin 

pugdama rba qria lmihla umiša ‘recite this great incantation over salt and oil’ (Pašar Mihla DC 40: 

537–5).  

24. uguspartẖ ḏ-trnaula ‘the crest of a rooster’ The rooster’s crest is similarly mentioned as a 

magical item in the Christie’s Mandaic amulet: ʿsblak gusprta ḏ-trnaugla ‘I will take for you the crest of 

a rooster’ (Christie’s Lead Scroll 58-9),32  in a magic bowl (JNF 40:24),33 and Asfar Malwašia: gusparta 

iaʕni qurata ḏ-zaga ‘gusparta, i.e. the hat of the rooster’ (AM 134:17–18, also for protection against 

demons). 

25. nʿrmulak bqmaha ‘(and) may they place (them) in an amulet for you’. This statement provides 

us with the interesting observation that the term qmaha ‘amulet’ is used to include the written text and the 

magical objects that are bound with it. For a similar usage, compare in a Jewish Babylonian Aramaic 

magical handbook: בקמיעא מיתא רמי מתחות עפרא ע' ק  ‘say over the dust from under a corpse and place (it) in 

an amulet’.34 

26–28. tisab razak utʿqabil ʿimumatak. Compare e.g. in the epigraphic corpus sab razaikun 

uqabil imumatkun ‘take up your spells and accept your oaths’ (BM 91748 [Segal 089M]:14), and utisab 

raza utiqbail ʿumamata ‘and that you may take up the spell and accept the oath’ (MS 2054/35:15). 

Similar formulations are found in the later manuscripts, e.g. sab razaikun daiuia uqabil ʿumamatkun 

‘take up your spell, oh Devs, and accept your oaths’ (Šapta ḏ-Qaština, DC 43J:56 // Oxf. Syr. g. 122–3).  

29. krsa ‘belly’. karsa may have the more specific meaning of ‘womb’ (MD 201b), but here the 

word seems to refer to the binding of the amulet to the belly of the pregnant woman for protection. 

30–31. iumia šuba uhmša utlata  ‘on Saturdays, Thursdays and Tuesdays’. The reversed order of 

the numerals is unusual, and I am unaware of other examples.  

31– 32. umšabia hiia ‘And the Life is Praised!’. The common doxology and three angled signs mark 

the end of one spell in this series, which is followed by another. See the introduction above. 

                                                 
28. The text was published according to DC 21 in Drower 1937: 592 (text), 602 (translation), but misunderstood by her. For 

the correct interpretation of this passage see Ford 1998: 238–9; and see his n. 133 for the Talmudic דקל יחידי (b. Pes. 111a).  

29. On the supernatural properties of this tree compare Drower 1962: 347–8. 

30. The precise use of the calves is unclear. Perhaps they were to be slaughtered or hairs taken from them were to be used, as 

in ʿqamra ḏ-para uparta ‘the wool of a male and female lamb’ (Pašar Mihla DC 40: 786-7 // DC 26: 768-9).  

31. A later version of this text was published according to DC 21 in Drower 1938: 1.  

32. Published in Müller-Kessler 1999: 59. A partially damaged parallel to this lamella survives in BM 135793 I a. Contra 

Müller-Kessler, gusparta does not mean a feather, but rather the comb, as it is explicitly glossed in the citation from Asfar 

Maluashia brought above. Compare the use of reflexes of tāgā ‘crown’ in some Neo-Aramaic dialects adduced in Mutzafi 2014: 

201, where it is noted that the current Neo-Mandaic dialects employ qornɔsɔ, qornɔ́s or golɔlɔ, golɔ́l. On the interchange of 

trnaula in our text and the semi-historical spelling trnaugla in the Christie’s text, compare Morgenstern 2010: 507–8, where I 

regrettably overlooked the evidence of this text. Dr. James Nathan Ford informs me that the form ܬܪܢܘܠܝ ‘my rooster’ is now 

attested in a Syriac magic bowl in the Manichaean script (Wolfe 29:9).  

33.To be published in Ford and Morgenstern, in preparation. 

34. Bohak and Morgenstern 2014: 25*, fol. 2b ll. 3-4. 
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32–34. dam šumak daiua udam dma qrilak ‘Blood (dam) is your name, Oh Dev, Dam-Dəmā they 

call you’. For the structure šumak … qrilak see Ford 2002b: 34. Since it appears at a line break, it is 

unclear if dam dma is to be read as a two words or as a single word damdma. We may perhaps connect 

this to dumdum (Šarh Maṣbuta DC 50:888 = RRC 1C) // dum dum (Zihrun Raza Kasia DC 27:175) 

which appears in a list of ailments: umitparaq mn mihita (var. mhita)  ḏ-hiuia uhiuata (var. uhiuta) 

uparqita udumdum (var. udum dum uparqita ḏ-kulhun rihšia) ‘and he will be saved from all injury of 

snake or beast(s) or a bite (?) or bleeding’. MD 104b s.v. dumdum interpreted dumdum as ‘(evil) 

whisper)’ but though while not impossible this interpretation is not certain. Note that here, as occasionally 

elsewhere, the word for blood is written with d.35 

34–35. ḏ-šrit ʿl mrbia ḏ-ʿnšia ‘for you settle upon the wombs of women’. For a similar use of š-r-y 

see azla ušria ʿl hdiaihin ḏ-ʿnšia ḏ-mmṣa unasba hlbaihin minaihin umṭanpalia umṣuialhin ‘it goes 

and settles on the breast of woman who nurse and takes their milk from them and defiles them36 and dries 

them up’ (MS 1928/53:15–16). 

36. uʿl abulia gauaiata ‘and upon the inner fissures’. Although the word for ‘city gate, portico’ 

loaned from Akkadian abullu has long been recognized in Eastern Aramaic dialects (Kaufman 1974: 32; 

DJBA 37a with refs.), this appears to be the first attestation of the noun in the anatomical sense of 

‘fissure’, also known from Akkadian (CAD a1 87–8 s.v. abullu def. 5). To date, abullu has not been found 

in Akkadian gynaecological texts, but other architectural terms are employed in such contexts, e.g. bāb ūri 

‘the gate (opening) of the vagina’.37 Dr. Ulrike Steinert (p.c.) has proposed that abulia gauaiata “is an 

expression for the opening of the womb, situated more internally than the vulva (which would be the 

‘outer gate’).” From the modifier gauaiata indicates that the noun abula was construed as feminine.38 

37. marsat ‘you crush’. The verb m-r-s may be used of compressing organs (Gy 84:1) or vegetable 

matter e.g. nsbitun drdqia mn šuqia bšiqpta kḏ tʿnia mrisata udrdqata brgama mn pumihin ḏ-briata 

‘you snatch boys from the streets with affliction like crushed dates and girls with smiting39 from the 

entrances of the alleys’ (Christie’s Lead Scroll 27–29).40 

38–41. aklat bisraiun lsiba ušatit dmaiun lrauia ‘you eat their flesh to satiation and drink their 

blood to saturation’. These common Mandaic expressions have been discussed in detail in Müller-Kessler 

1999-2000: 302-305; and see now Abudraham and Morgenstern forthcoming. The affixed -at enclitic 

subject pronoun is not employed in Classical Mandaic sources, wherein the 2s. participle form is napqit 

‘you go out’, passive brikit ‘blessed are you’  (Nöldeke 1875: 232), but sporadic examples are found Pre-

Classical Mandaic, e.g. ḏ-lbišat ‘(in) which you were clad’ (Lidzbarski lead scroll 64) and ʿsirat urgilat 

‘you are bound and fettered’ (JNF 41: 14). Our scribe employs the -at form consistently in the non-IIIy 

verbs: marsat ‘you crush’ (a37), aklat ‘you eat’ (a38), dkirat ‘you recall’ (a42), iatbat ‘you sit’ (b6), 

azlat ‘you go’ (b10), nasbat ‘you snatch’ (b11).  

41–43. midkar dkirat daiua ʿu iadkuria iadkrak ‘you surely recall, Oh Dev, or should I remind 

you?’. Compare: midkar41 dkirat ʿuiadkuria iadakrak ‘surely you recall or should I remind you’ 

                                                 
35. See Morgenstern 2010: 512 n. 40.  

36. For –ia as the 3 f.pl. possessive pronoun see Morgenstern, Forthcoming. 

37. Steinert, Forthcoming. 

38. For a similar euphemism, compare matnia gauaiia ‘the inner loins’ Gy 202:13.  

39. On the meaning of rgama see below, notes on b. 11–13. 

40. Published in Müller-Kessler 1999: 441, but with an incorrect interpretation of tʿnia mrisata. 

41. Müller-Kessler notes that the final r is damaged in the Christie’s scroll, but it is entirely legible in the parallel copy in BM 

135793 I. 
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(Christie’s scroll 21–22), and in the same scroll: mdkirat ʿuadkuria iadkrak ‘do you42 recall, or should I 

remind you’ (lines 79-80). Similarly: midkar dkirit ʿu ʿiadkuria ʿidkrik (BM 91715 [Segal 084m] 5–6, 

with 2 f.s. forms, and in a parallel copy from the Moussaieff collection: mʿdkar dkʿrit ʿu iadkuria 

iadkrik (M139:15).43 The forms iadkuria and ʿiadkuria require explanation, since the regular pattern of 

the infinitive in both Pre-Classical and Classical Mandaic is agṭulia.44 The representative examples from 

Pre-Classical Mandaic are cited here with their prefixes: ḏ-albušia ‘dressing (inf. abs.)’ (Pognon 28:7), 

lanpuqia ‘to remove’ (MS 1928/09:6), lanqupia ‘to strike’ (M 25:11); adrukia ‘trampling (inf. abs.)’ 

(MS 2054/20:23). Accordingly, the use of the infinitive forms with the i- or ʿi- prefix is restricted to this 

specific construction. Two possible explanations suggest themselves: 1. that the spellings represent a 

phonological shift of *ʔuʔa > uiya or 2. that they represent a paronomastic analogy to the following 1 c.s. 

Afel verb, which in Mandaic employs, by analogy to the other verbal stems, an (ʔ)i- prefixed morpheme, 

e.g. ʿiapriš ‘that I may teach’ (Gy 341:1).45 It seems that the former explanation is to be favoured for 

several reasons.  

1. we note that in several cases the ʿu conditional particle is prefixed to the following word, implying 

that it was pronounced as a single phonological unit.  

2. the parallel phenomenon occurs in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic in the Eastern manuscript 

traditions, in which we find the shift of the conditional particle from או (ʔu or ʔu) to ו-  (u) אי (i/e) or י (y) 

when serving as a proclitic, particularly (but not exclusively) before ʔā or hā- e.g. ואמרת (uāmartt) or  

 and (?uhāḵi or uāḵi with historical spelling) והכי if you say’ and‘ (ʔu āmartt) או אמרת for  (iāmartt) יאמרת

  if so’.46‘ או הכי for (?uhāḵi or iāḵi with historical spelling) יהכי

3. Ohad Abudraham has drawn my attention to three examples of the spelling ʿui ʿl ‘if upon’ (MS 

2054/84 8, 12, 30) compared to ʿu ʿl ‘if upon’ in parallel copies of the same formula. This would indicate 

that that the shift of *ʔuʔa > uiya at word juncture is not limited to examples wherein paronomasia may 

have played a role. 

Accordingly, it would seem preferable to accept the phonological explanation over the morphological 

(analogical) explanation. 

46. kḏ halṣak. As Müller-Kessler 2002: 184 has shown, some Mandaic lamellae contain ‘catch-lines’ 

that record the first words of the continuation of the text on another scroll. It is unusual to find such lines 

on two sides of the same scroll.  

 

b. Verso 

2. ʿumtak ‘your oath’. This rare singular form of the noun for ‘oath’ has been previously attested in 

Mandaic in a text from the British Museum: šaqul gʿtʿk uqabʿla ʿumtik ‘take up your divorce document 

and accept your oath’ (BM 91769 [Segal 098M]:9 after Ford 2002a: 255). It is otherwise known from Late 

Jewish Literary Aramaic in the form אומתא (Targum Pseudo-Jonathan to Lev. 5:4; CWT 14b).  

3–5. hrbak šlipa usikinak miaṭba ‘your sword drawn and your knife burnished’. Compare in the 

Lidzbarksi lamella uhrbak ʿlman šlipa usakinak ʿlman miṭba (157–9) and ḏ-hrbẖ šlipa uskiniẖ miṭba 

(167–8). Lidzbarski left the verb miṭba untranslated, but we may connect it with the root y-ṭ-b. In 

                                                 
42. I interpret the orthography mdikrat as representing interrogative me (written in CM as mi or mʿ) and passive participle 

dəḵīrat(t).  

43. This text will be published in Ford and Morgenstern, Forthcoming. Prof. G. Bohak has drawn my attention to the similar 

mocking of demons in Pseudo-Philo’s Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 60.  

44. Nöldeke 1875:144. The pattern magṭulia is also found but is not relevant to our discussion here. 

45. Adduced without reference in Nöldeke 1875: 277; see there for additional examples.  

46. Kara 1983: 45; Morgenstern 2002: 58. 
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Akkadian, the verb damāqu similarly enjoys a semantic range from ‘to be(come) good’ to (in D-stem) 

‘improve s.th. in quality, embellish, beautify, polish, refine’ (CAD D 61ff.). In light of the three 

occurrences of these expressions in the Mandaic lamellae, there is room to question whether the word 

umiabṭia in ušalpia hirbia umiabṭia sikinia (Zarazta ḏ-Hibil Ziua, DC 44: 973–4 and parallels), though 

found in this spelling in all textual witnesses of the work that contain this passage, should be regarded as a 

metathesized form of or a scribal error for miaṭbia.47 

5. ʿlma ‘up to’. The regular spelling is alma, but compare the Lidzbarski scroll l. 220 (cited without 

precise reference in MD 351b). 

6–7. šuliata ‘afterbirths’. The plural form of this noun has not previously been attested in Mandaic, 

though it is known from Classical Syriac (SL 1656b). The singular is now found in Davidovitz Amulet: 

86. Both of the epigraphic sources confirm that in Mandaic, the first vowel was u/o rather than i/e as in 

JBA (DJBA 575b)48 and Classical Syriac (SL 1656b).  

8–9. bziqnak bdiqnak ‘to your beard’. The repeated writing appears to suggest that the scribe 

corrected the spelling from the semi-historical bziqnak to the more phonetic bdiqnak. Both spellings are 

found in Classical Mandaic literature, with a marked preference for the spelling with z in earlier texts.49 As 

with the word dam, dma, the present scribe appears to have preferred the phonetic spelling. 

11–13. unasbat drdqia bšʿqupta udrdqunia^ta^ bragama ‘you snatch boys with afflictions and 

girls with smiting’. For a close parallel from the Christie’s Scroll, see above, notes on a37. The meaning of 

r(a)gama is somewhat uncertain. MD 423b s.v. rgama translates basarun ubhatmun urgamun (Zarazta 

ḏ-Hibil Ziua DC 44. 1857 f. = de Morgan 269/28:28) ‘by their bond, seal, and lapidation’. By contrast, 

MD 424b–5a interprets the verbal stem in magical contexts as ‘paralyse’, e.g. urgul urgum ʿdẖ50 ‘restrain 

and paralyse his hand’. However, the wider context seems to imply that r-g-m is used as a verb for 

binding:  ulguṭ uʿsur urgul urgum usdum upkur uʿda (var. ʿda, ʿdẖ) ḏ-daiua ḏ-plan mn mibad ‘and 

seize and bind and tie and seal up and clasp the hand of the Dev of PN from activity’ (Zarazta ḏ-Hibil 

Ziua DC 44. 1974–6). The neutral translation ‘smiting’ has been adopted here, though it must be admitted 

that the verb presently defies are more precise definition. 

13. uadit ʿl ‘and you pass by’. I have not found this expression used elsewhere for a demonic attack.  

13. ʿnšia hiata ‘women in labour’. For this use see MD 119a s.v. haiata, and compare DJPA 198b 

s.v. חייה and SL 449b s.v. ܚܝܬܐ.  

15–18. klia…  lrauia ‘withhold to saturation’. This command ceases the usual actions of the Dev laid 

out above in a 38–41. It is unclear why the scribe wrote bisra twice in b. 16; it is possible that he felt that 

the r was insufficiently distinct from the ʿ sign. As we have seen, this scribe does not erase his errors but 

simply rewrites the word.  Note that in Mandaic literature, teeth are described as both eating and drinking. 

Compare nidhia minai šina ḏ-akil bisra ušatia zma ‘may he drive from me the tooth of the flesh eater 

and blood drinker’ (Zarazta ḏ-Manda ḏ-Hiia, MS Šuštar // DC 14).  

                                                 
47. The other example of ABṬ II = HBṬ  ‘to grind, gnash, clash (?)’ cited in MD 4a is similarly uncertain. 

48. Note the vocalized absolute form šiliā cited therein; the other examples are written with defective spelling.  

49. Note that the form diqnaihun Jb 86:3 cited in MD 109a is not supported by the majority of the manuscripts, which read 

ziqnaihun; see Lidzbarski 1905: 86 n. 6. The form diqna (sic!) cited in MD from DC 42 appears only in the manuscript’s late 

Neo-Mandaic colophon: kulaiuh lahualuh diqna uparṣupuh ʿpikia ‘none of them had a beard and their faces were distorted (lit. 

overturned)’ (DC 42:829–30, copied in Šuštar in 1156 AH = 1743–4). In Neo-Mandaic, the form is deqnɔ; see Macuch 1965: 

493a, Macuch 1989: 213, Häberl 2009: 311.  

50. This is MD’s reading, but the source of this citation, DC 44:1975, reads uʿada. Parallel copies indeed read ʿda (DC 13, de 

Morgan), or ʿdẖ (MS Šuštar).  
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18–20. hinʿla qarina alak tlata mlakia ‘If not, I shall invoke against you the three angels’.  hinʿla is 

written here as a single word, in contrast to some early sources in which it is written as two, hin ʿla.51 For 

the formulation, compare hin ʿla qarina ʿlaikin had mlaka mshipan {}52 šumẖ … sahiplakin ʿl 

anpaikin ‘If not, I shall invoke against you an angel, Mashifan is his name … He shall cast you down 

upon your faces’ (MS 2054/68:12–14). In that text too we find that the punishment for refusing the 

command laid out in the spell is the bringing of an angel who will carry out a function that is related to his 

name. As noted in the introduction, the three angel names here differ from those of the first part: dušai, 

dipai and nʿpai/nipai (b 20–24) contrasting with sipai, nʿpai/nipai, mʿlai/milai and dušai (a 10–14). The 

order also differs. Moreover, while in the first part, the object suffixes fluctuated between singular and 

plural, here all the verbs with their objects are presented twice, once with the object in the singular, and 

once in the plural. Given that this part of the spell is presented against a single dev, we would expect the 

object pronouns to be in the singular form, and the plural objects are unexpected. We may suggest that 

passage has been adopted from a text that was directed against more than one demon and only partially 

adapted to its new context, or that the scribe wished to take a precaution against the demon in all of its 

manifestations by addressing it in the plural. Compare similiarly in a Jewish bowl-text: גיטיכי ליכי יהיב 

ופיטוריכון גיטיכון ופיטוריכי  ‘given to you (sing.) is your (singular) deed of divorce and your (sing.) (writs of) 

release, your (pl.) deeds of divorce and your (pl.) (writs of) release’ (MS 2053/132 [JBA 19]:10).53 

22. dipai mdpilkun ‘Dipai will strike you’. Maleen Schlüter (p.c.) has proposed to derive mdpilkun 

from the root d-p-n ‘to strike’ attested in JBA (DJBA 347).54 Although participle forms of III-n verbs have 

not previously been attested in Mandaic showing assimiliation of the third radical to the enclitic -l- 

preposition, we may compare other forms of the verb n-t-n that show such assimilation, and the frequent 

assimilation of affixed morphemes that end in -n to the following enclitic -l-.55 

24–27. lagṭilak … bʿbdunia ttaiiẖ ‘they shall seize you … into the lower Abbadons’. See above, a 

15–18. This second version omits the description of the contents of the amulet presented in a 18–25.  

28–30. anat daiua … ʿimumatak ‘You, Oh Dev, take up your spell and accept your oath’.  This 

section is parallel to a 26–28, though here the verbs are in the imperative, and the expulsion formula leads 

us to the end of spell. 

32–35. hazin qmaha … ʿl ṭasiia ḏ-anka. ‘This amulet … on strips of tin’. Compare raza hazin 

pugdama kdib56 lṭasa ḏ-anka uabara ‘Write this amulet on a lamella of tin and lead’ (DC 44:1085).57 In 

Eastern Aramaic dialects ṭasa may refer to a plate or a metal strip (compare SL 539a-b; DJBA 508b), and 

MD 175a does not specify which definition is appropriate for our citation from DC 44. From our amulet, it 

would appear that a metal strip is intended. To date, no Mandaic magic texts have been discovered that are 

written on metal bowls. The copying of the ritual instructions into the amulet itself is common in later 

Mandaic manuscripts, but also found in the ʿl klil nhur formula which may be reconstructed from several 

sources (BM 117880 [Segal 081M]:15-17, Jursa 2001–2 l. 13, etc.)  

                                                 
51. E.g. MS 1928/29:11. The same spelling is found in Gy 36:23 according to MS Sab. 1 (see Petermann 1867: II 14) and in 

the Qulasta ed. Euting 1867 54:17 etc. according to MS Sab 12 (formerly MS Sab 10).  

52. An erasure, perhaps a false start. 

53. Published in Shaked et. al. 2013: 124. 

54. Compare also Akkadian dapānu ‘to knock down’ (CAD D 104) and Rabbinic Hebrew (Moreshet 1980: 135).  

55. Nöldeke 1875: 52–3. 

56. Sic, lit. ‘is written’. In light of the regular use of the imperative form in such instructions, the word is regarded here as a 

scribal error for kdub ‘write!’. 

57. DC 44 is a copy of the Zaraziata, a series of spells that appear in various combinations. This passage is preserved only in 

DC 44.  
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33. ḏ-ʿnšia ḏ-apka ‘of women in travail’. See MD 31a s.v. APK, ʿPK. The interpretation is based 

upon the context, and the meaning ‘women who miscarry’ could equally apply.  

42. lak bšumak qritak. The calling of a demon by its name is an important element of its expulsion. 

This formula appears in other Mandaic magic texts, e.g. MS 2054/112:2–4. Compare also: lak bšumak 

qraitak dardabun daiua ḏ-akil bisra ḏ-mitania ušatia zma ualiliata (var.: ḏ-liliata) ‘I have invoked 

you by your name, Dardabun, the dev that eats the flesh of the dead and drinks the blood of liliths’ (DC 

46. 143:13 // CS 27. 59b:13).  

43. šdq̊a ḏ-mitnia ‘paralysis of loins’. From here on the interpretation of the text becomes difficult as 

the lamella is damaged on the left hand side. The reading šdq̊a seems likely, but the top stroke of the q is 

very feint and it is also possible to read šdha. However, verbal root š-d-ḥ or š-d-h are not attested in 

Aramaic.58 The reading šdq̊a is best interpreted in as cognate to Syriac ܫܼܘ݇ܬ݇ܩܐ ‘stupor, apoplexy’ (SL 

1540b). Although the parallel of the invocation against Dardabun (above, notes on b 41–2) would bring us 

to interpret the form mitnia as miṯānē ‘the dead’, the scripta defectiva would bring us to interpret this as 

miṯnē ‘loins’ (MD 271b), since the –ānā, pl. –ānē morpheme is invariably written with the plene 

spelling.59 The interpretation as ‘loins’ suits the context, which seems to comprise a series of body parts. 

The remainder of the text consists of words that are not certain. 
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